MORE ENERGY!
Never change a smart design, but...

...we have boosted Torque by 200%
Battery life by 20%
But we kept the compact size and versatility.

PowerAttack – The Load Mover
The innovative idea to move loads on passive, unpowered skates or trolleys instead of a fork-lift truck.

Designed, manufactured and guaranteed by:
Klaus J. Scholpp
PowerAttack GmbH
Nanetteweg 5
D-70839 Gerlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7156 - 177 33 42
www.powerattack.biz
Moving loads the easy way with PowerAttack

The idea.

Applied mechanics!
Moving loads with “lever” and “traction”. PowerAttack is easy to transport and then is hooked-up to the steerable skate with a provided adaptor... and then you go!

Moving machines up to 30 tons, depending on surface, quality of skates etc.

Watch the movie on the website!

PowerAttack MTC 30 CC – CordLess Compact
Powered by a 24 V Synchronous motor with 1 KW output, generating 800Nm to drive-wheels, smooth variable speed control from 0 - 20 m/min and operation with forward-backward function and integrated-brake and emergency button. Compact length of 1650 mm/65 in, 2 stage telescoping each 250 mm/10 in to a total of 2150 mm/85 in, width 380 mm/15 in, weight 75 kg/165 lbs.

1 Charge unit and 2 Battery Packs are standard delivery with each 22.5 Ah Power output – with latest Lithium-Ion technology - no memory - effect. Typical battery life under working conditions 4 hrs. Charge time per battery 5 hrs.

PowerAttack MTC 25 C – Compact
With 2 electronically controlled variable speeds from 0 - 5 m/min or 0 - 20 m/min in forward - backward action, with 230 V or 110 V drive motor available. Compact length of 1650 mm/65 in, 2 stage telescoping each 250 mm/10 in to a total of 2150 mm/85 in, width 380 mm/15 in, weight 50 kg/110 lbs.

All PowerAttacks come with a 2 wheel aux trolley for easy transport to the site. Once PowerAttack is hooked up this “landing gear” folds under the main tube while working – held by magnet!

® Made in Germany www.PowerAttack.biz
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